Unlock the Future of Finance with IsSettled

A revolutionary global financial network for cross-border payments, clearing, and settlement in real-time tokenized-based assets and CBDCs.

Solution Overview

An API-based global network, tokenization system, and transaction ledger for financial institutions and corporations that interconnect participants along with their current correspondent and payment networks to build an effective channel of interaction with new business models, within which participants can directly exchange financial information using ISO 20022, make FX transactions with currencies, metals and other assets, clear and settle on a net or gross basis on cross-border payments for any amount, conduct mutual settlements with counterparties, provide and receive access to cross-liquidity, and have a complete understanding of the operations in your business — and all this in real-time, within the same network and available 24/7/365.

Slow → Fast  Expensive → Cheap  Difficult → Predictable
# The Next-Generation Solution to Modern Financial Landscape

## Key Features

### Global Network

Engage with financial institutions worldwide without intermediaries within one consistent technical platform. Build your network and manage the allowed list of members your organization is willing to do business with. Instantly open partnership agreements and set a credit limit on IsSettled digital accounts. Consolidate liquidity and expand your lending, depository, and payments business with a global network.

### Real-Time Transactions

Process cross-border payments of any size using ISO 20022 payment messages and tokenized liquidity for clearing and interbank settlement on a net or gross basis. Leverage the power of the network to provide fast, secure, and traceable account-to-account payments with pre-verification, approval, and transaction tracking.

### Asset Tokenization

Tokenize, transfer, and redeem various assets on the IsSettled network to furnish liquidity as a service along with immediate settlements. Utilize a universal standard that empowers you to govern, oversee, and digitize currencies, precious metals, and other valuable assets. Engage with other participants’ tokenized assets when you require cross-currency liquidity for international payments, trading, and settlement scenarios.

### Real-Time FX Market RFQ

Exchange quotations, buy and sell tokenized assets without intermediaries and high commissions on the currency market of market makers in the IsSettled network. Receive and provide access to cross-currency liquidity, and make prompt atomic settlements on transactions with other participants 24/7 in real-time.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unavailability</th>
<th>Opaque</th>
<th>Risky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24/7</td>
<td>Transparent</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We Invite You to Collaborate on a Pilot Project and Be a Part of Our Burgeoning Consortium

As a consortium member, you’ll be crucial in creating and managing the IsSettled network. Our technical groundwork is set, rigorous, and ready to disrupt. Now, we’re seeking partners and investments that can amplify our impact. Together, we can catalyze the launch and ensure that the IsSettled network becomes the go-to choice for commercial banks, central banks, and non-banking entities across the globe.

team@issettled.com